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My invention relates to providing permanent 
code or symbol markings visible when a book is 
closed to designate as an index the multiple 
divisions or section or groups of pages of each 
separate subject matter in the book. In many 
multi-subject books having a large number of 
pages, such as alphabetically classi?ed subjects, 
the pages containing names beginning with each 
letter should for clarity and convenience be 
clearly discernible before opening the book, and 
therefore distinguishable on viewing the closed 
edges of the leaves. Or when fanning the pages 
of the book the distinctive symbol markings on 
the edges of one or more pages or each section 
or‘ group will be readily discernible lined up 
horizontally with the corresponding symbol on 
the index page. Such books may be directories, 
dictionaries, encyclopedias, etc., or books having 
tabulated matter such as logarithm, tables of 
functions having numerical subject matter in 
sections, and others, particularly when the num 
ber of pages varies for different subject classi?ca 
tions. 
My improvements include the printing on pages 

of a book at the same time that the normal con; 
text printing of the book material occurs, of cer 
tain markings in certain positions which upon 
binding and trimming the pages of the book re. 
sults in code or symbol marking clearly visible 
and differentiated at the page or leaf edges of Q! 
the fanned or closed book. My invention also 
contemplates so fashioning and arranging these 
simultaneously printed markings on successive 
pages, in a manner that when the leaves are 
assembled and trimmed to uniformly ?nish, the ‘ 
leaf edges, my markings will appear withcer 
tainty on the cut edges of the pages accurately 
positioned and permanently located as a readily 
visible and distinguishable section or group com 
ponent of an index. . p , r 

In the case of a telephone directory, names 
beginning with the same letter may occur on only 
a few or on many pages. For example, I, V, X, Y, 
Z may need only from one to four pages, and 
A, B, C, M and S may cover sixty to one hundred 
or more pages. So the stack or group ‘of leaf 
edges will vary in thickness with each letter, and 
the ready distinguishing of leaf edge markings 
indicating the pages for some letter-‘names may 
not always be clear to some eyes. For these 
pages I provide certain variations in fashioning 
the marking as hereinafter set forth. I 
In the practice of my invention a plurality or 

stack of leaves or pages for each group of names 
having the same initial letter are so marked in-_ 
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‘ beginning with letter B; ‘ 

2 
dividually on. the margin and extending to the 
'edge that the index designations bleed to the 
edge of each leaf and appear on the closed book 
on the page edges, no matter how the leaves are 
trimmed, of all of the similarly printed leaves 
and preferably with the same printing ink to form 
a clear readily visible mark or code symbol from 
the ?rst to the last page having names with that 
initial letter. Furthermore, by having the like 
mark or symbol adjacent each letter in a column 
of letters of a masterlist on the adjacent margin 
of a cover or flyleaf or other readily located page 
of the book, an immediate clear indication of the 
‘corresponding reference letter and index symbol 
is facilitated and assured. 
A major and important advantage of my in 

vention is that it adds practically nothing to the 
cost of producing the book. I 

I am aware that attempts have been made to 
index book edges by cutting into them recesses 
such'as finger holds, and applying‘ a letter label, 
adding greatly to cost. Also I am aware that it 
has been suggested to variously imprint near the 
edges of different leaves different sizes or forms 
of marking, or with different vcolors, but such 
imprints upon trimming of the assembled sheets 
cannot form a letter or identi?able marking 
visible on closing the book as the stack or batch 
of pages for each letter is always different. Also 
prior suggestions of marking the ?rst page where 
a letter name subject begins have the disadvan 
tage that the'closed book can at best show only 
a single leaf edge line, of dubious visibility, and 
defeating the object of readily selecting the whole 
group of letter leaves sought.‘ In all prior sug 
gestions substantial added cost‘ is involved, and 
attempts at composition striving to secure regis 
tration of markings to show on the closed book 
defeat an essential purpose of any such attempts 
at indexing. 'Such prior attempts, also involve 
marks that become obliterated, are dif?cult to 
'read, and wear or tear off. 
One embodiment of my, invention is illustrated 

in the. accompanying drawings in which; 
Fig. 1, shows‘ the face or cover page in ?at, with 

closed pages in perspective, ofa voluminous book 
withalphabetically arranged sections of subject 
matter, in a preferred embodiment of my inven 

Fig. 2 shows. av fragmentary corner of a page 
having subject names beginning- With A; 

Fig. 3: shows a fragmentary corner and mar 
ginal portion of' a page having subject names 
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Fig. 4 shows a like part of a page having sub 
ject names beginning with C; 

Fig. 5 shows a fragment with top and consider 
able margin of a page having subject names be 
ginning with letter H; 

Fig. 6 shows a fragment with part top and 
margin of a page having subject names begin 
ning with letter I; 

Fig. 6a. shows a fragment of the margin of an 
other page underlying a page with names be 
ginning with I; 

Fig. 6b shows a fragment of the margin of an 
other underlying page with names beginning 
with I. 
In Fig. 1 the cover or ?y page I has two col~ 

umns of master letters, 3 and 4, half of the alpha- - 
bet being on each column. And if desired for 
more legible viewing to vertically space or sepa 
rate master letters such letters having only a few 
pages of names can be combined, as I with J, P 
with Q, and X, Y and Z. For such modi?cation 
the marking index lines on these pages can be of 
progressively different, preferably of diminishing 
width. 
The perspective view of the book leaf edges 2 

shows the bled line edges of A pages at M each 
equidistant from the top of the page and the 
same distance therefrom as the single mark 5 on 
the cover adjacent the letter A. Also the mark 
29 half way across the edges of the closed book 
opposite the single mark 5 and the same dis 
tance from the top of the page designates the 
adjacent letter N. 

Similarly two readily visible line marks 6 are 
opposite the letters B and O on the cover page, 
and on the page edges opposite them appear the 
two double line symbols £5 for B pages and 2! for 
0 pages, each formed by bleeding of lines printed 
on the margins of the pages bearing correspond 
ing subject matter. 
And similarly three line marks are horizontally 

in line opposite letters C and P on the index page, 
and the alining page edge visible symbols com 
prising three marks l6 indicate C pages and the 
three marks 22 indicate P pages. 

I then repeat the symbols comprising one, two 
and three marks respectively, successively down 
the master letter column and horizontally op 
posite thereto print page edge marks in corre 
sponding groups of one, two or three. For some 
books I may use only one and two mark symbols, 
and repeat them, but adjacent letters have dif 
ferent number of lines. 
As the number of pages for each letter is dif 

ferent, in current large city telephone books, 
varying from one page to more than 60 or 90, so 
that the accumulation of leaf edge marks will 
vary in length as shown on the perspective book 
edge view. 

If desired I may have a broad bleed line on 
each of the ?rst few pages where a letter occu 
pies only a few leaves, and then print bleed lines 
of successively narrower width on a number of 
following underlying leaves, so that the combined 
marks on contiguous edges will appear as a pyr 
amid or wedge with only the broad end visible 
on the beginning page of the designated letter 
section to enable ready selection of the beginning 
of the subject matter. 
In Fig. 2 is shown the single mark [4 on a page 

Ma having names beginning with A, which line 
is similarly positioned on succeeding A pages, 
printed when the regular contents of these pages 
are printed, and bled in the margin to the edge 
of the sheet, thereby forming a code mark or 
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symbol equidistant from the top front of each A 
leaf with the distance of mark 5 from the top 
of the master column. 
In Fig. 3 the double lines constituting the sym 

bol 15 are the same distance from the top of each 
B letter page {511 as lines 6 on the cover are from 
the top of the master column. 
In Fig‘. 4 the triple lines forming the symbol 

E5 on fragment lea designating (3 pages are sepa 
rated vertically from the double lines designating 
B pages or the single line designating D pages. 

Fig. 5 shows a fragment Ila of a letter I-I page 
bearing a symbol consisting of two marks well 
separated far below the double line symbols 
designating B and E pages. 

Fig. 6 shows the triple line symbol on frag 
ment {3a. of letter I pages, far from the three 
line marks for C or P, but as letters beginning 
with I occupy very few pages I may print nar 
rower lines as shown in Fig. 6a and Fig 612 on 
several following pages such as fragment 13b 
and I30, each set of marks 13d, l3e and It)‘ being 
bled to the sheet edge, even though not on I 
pages, so that in the closed book the accumulated 
sheet edges clearly appear but as a wedge or 
pyramid at 13g as shown on edge 2 of Fig. 1 in 
perspective with the head of such caret register 
ing with the ?rst leaves of the I pages, so permit 
ting ready reference to the beginning of the 
group of pages with I names. 

In Fig. 1 the triple lines forming the symbol 
designating the S pages are separated vertically 
from the double lines designating R pages or the 
single lines designating T pages. The possible 
confusion of marks opposite these three letters 
is eliminated by my using- respectively 2, 3 and 1 
lines as against using a single mark. 
The mark lines on leaves which bleed to the 

edge of the paper of pages carrying them and the 
mark lines adjacent the master letter columns 
are preferably of like width, and wide enough 
for easy readability or visibility, such as about 
one sixteenth of an inch, as I ?nd such size gives 
distinct marks on leaf edges when a reference 
book, as a large phone directory, is fanned or 
closed. 

If the use of all letters of the alphabet cramps 
the master column some may be combined and 
all more clearly spaced. Or if, as indicated in 
Fig. 1, I separate the alphabet into two vertical 
columns of letters it provides twice the vertical 
separation between adjacent letters. Then 
though two letters have the same symbol on the 
edges of the respective subject pages they are 
widely separated across the book page edges and 
are clearly distinguishable. 

So if desired I may in some cases use both 
broad and narrow lines at the same level, such as 
combining P and Q on the master column and 
making broad marks on pages of P names and 
narrow marks on Q name pages. 
In some cases I may print the column of sub~ 

ject identifying letters or marks on the margins 
of the subject pages, with or without adjacent 
symbols corresponding to the symbols on the 
page edges. 

Variations may be made, such asin arrange 
ment of the master column guide, to suit the 
size of book or character of subject divisions in 
volved. In some uses of my invention more than 
a series of three single double and triple marks 
may be used as symbols, or only two variations in 
marking, for the groups of differing numbers of 
pages for each adjacent subject division. 
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What I claim and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent is: 

1. A book with groups of pages of different 
subject matter having an index page with a ver 
tical column of subject designations printed 
thereon, a symbol printed on and bled to the free 
edge of said index page in horizontal alinement 
with each subject designation, the portion of each 
symbol immediately adjacent to the free edge 
of the page comprising one or more lines sub 
stantially normal to said page edge, each such 
symbol comprising a different number of such 
lines from the immediately adjacent symbol, to~ 
gether with corresponding symbols respectively 
printed on and bled to the page edge of at least 
one of the pages of each indexed subject matter 
to be readily visible thereon when the pages are 
bent and each of which symbols lines up hori 
zontally with an identical symbol in horizontal 
alinement with the corresponding subject desig 
nation on said index page. 

2. A book having groups of pages of indexed 
subject matter and an index page with a vertical 
column of subject designations printed near its 
outer edge identifying said subject matter to 
gether with a vertical series of distinguishing 
symbols printed therewith on the outer edge of 
said index page, said symbols being in horizontal 
alinement each with a separate subject designa 
tion and each adjacent symbol consisting essen 
tially of non-identical numbers of parallel lines, 
and corresponding symbols respectively printed 
on and bled to the page edge of at least one of 
the pages of each indexed subject matter to be 
readily visible thereon when the pages are bent 
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and which respectively register horizontally with 
an identical symbol in alinement with the corre 
sponding subject designation on said index page. 

3. A book having groups of pages of indexed 
subject matter and an index page with a vertical 
column of subject designations printed near its 
outer edge identifying said subject matter to 
gether with a vertical series of distinguishing 
symbols printed therewith on the outer edge of 
said index page, said symbols being in horizontal 
alinement each with a separate subject designa 
tion and each symbol diiiering from the im 
mediately adjacent symbol above and below in 
the amount of vertical space occupied by it on 
the edge of the page, and corresponding symbols 
respectively printed on and bled to the page edge 
of at least one of the pages of each indexed sub 
ject matter to be readily visible thereon when the 
pages are bent and which respectively register 
horizontally with an identical symbol in aline 
ment with the corresponding subject designation 
on said index page. 
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